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SUMMARY
Natural Course is the UK’s first EU funded LIFE Integrated Project.  

We are bringing together stakeholders to improve and
protect water quality across the North West River Basin
District.  

Building capacity by working together, we are 
addressing the barriers preventing the 
achievement of  ‘Good Ecological Status’
under the EU Water Framework 

Directive (WFD).

From source to sea our rivers meander, gurgle, flow and rush.  

They interconnect and run from rural countryside to urban 
towns and cities, through private land and public places, and 
across different geographical and political boundaries.   

Rivers are the arteries of our country.  

Rivers provide benefits to PEOPLE, to WILDLIFE and to the ECONOMY.  Therefore it’s important to have a healthy freshwater ecosystem.

One third of the poorest quality rivers in England and Wales are found in the North West River Basin District and, within it, 78% of rivers are 
NOT reaching a recognised good standard.

A range of factors combine together in the North West River Basin District to create really significant challenges.

Unless we start to DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY, we will fail to meet the target of all rivers reaching a good ecological status by 2027.
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INTRODUCTION

“Natural Course is in the perfect position to facilitate and implement actions leading to improved delivery of the EU Water Framework 
Directive.  We are working at a catchment scale, and our projects not only help deliver the UK Government’s 25-Year Environment Plan, 
they deliver wider benefits to the economy and society too.  We continue to learn and share our findings with the rest of the European 
Community.” 

Dave Marshall, Natural Course Programme Manager



OUR HIGHLIGHTS
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PROJECT LOCATION

The North West River Basin District is one of 16 river basin districts found 
in the UK.  

With an area of approx. 13,200 km2, it crosses the counties of Cumbria, 
Lancashire, Greater Manchester, Merseyside and Cheshire.  

It contains 12 management catchments made up of 43 operational catchments, 
632 water bodies, and around 7,500 km of rivers.

Over 7 million people live and work in North West England.  
It includes large urban areas such as Liverpool and
Manchester with high population densities, and the Lake 
District and Lancashire coastline that are popular hubs for 
tourists.  

However, rural landscape dominates, with 80% of land being 
used for agriculture and livestock farming.   



THE CHALLENGE

The historical and diverse landscape 
of the North West River Basin District 
brings with it certain challenges that 
impact water quality.

• Physical modifications (affecting 50% of water bodies): habitats are 
lost because of changes to the natural shape and size of water 

       courses for land drainage, development or navigation purposes.

• Pollution from waste water (affecting 24% of water bodies):
       pollution and chemicals can enter water courses from sewage   
       networks, often under pressure from population growth.

• Pollution from rural areas (affecting 18% of water bodies): too much 
algae can take oxygen out of water courses and cause harm to 
fish and other wildlife.  This can happen when chemicals, soil and         
animal faeces are washed into water courses from rural land that 
has not been managed in the best way.

• Pollution from towns, cities and transport (affecting 13% of water 
bodies): pollutants from vehicle emissions, bacteria, metals and     
other debris can enter water courses as rainwater picks them up 
when it runs over surfaces in our towns and cities.

• Changes to flow or levels (affecting 2% of water bodies): wildlife 
can struggle to thrive when too much water is taken out of water    
courses by humans or if not enough rain falls .

Other issues include pollution from old mines, and the cost of dealing with 
non-native invasive species so they do not destroy habitats or dominate 
native species.

Ecological status or potential

Number of suface 
waterbodies

Bad Poor Moderate Good High

613 12 63 405 131 2

Table showing 2015  EU Water Framework Directive Classification of 
waterbodies in the North West River Basin District.

     
      What percentage of rivers across the North West 
      of England are at a good or high status?

         Cheshire, Greater Manchester & Merseyside     3%      
         

         Cumbria & Lancashire         34% 
     
     



CURRENT STATUS
One third of the poorest quality rivers in England and Wales are found in the North West River Basin 
District and, within it, 78% of rivers are not reaching a recognised good standard.

The barriers to fresher and cleaner watercourses are known and included in the River Basin 
Management Plans, and there are many organisations responsible for managing the water 
environment (including regulators, operators, influencers and those who undertake projects).

However under the current way and pace of working, we are not on course to reach the ecological 
targets set for 2027.

WHAT ARE THE 
  BARRIERS?

 There are underlying challenges for 
    EU Water Framework Directive delivery
    relating to:

• capacity
• affordability
• technical feasibility
• stakeholder engagement
• adoption of innovative approaches

    Natural Course will address these   
    through:

• more integrated water
environment decision making

• employing a natural capital approach

• working together to produce local
evidence

• aligning with investment directed by
river basin planning cycles

• addressing affordability and
technically infeasible measures

• describing wider costs and benefits

• the integrated project area:
North West River Basin District

• intensive delivery in the Irwell



OUR PLAN
We need to understand WHAT is stopping us from meeting targets for good ecological status, 

and what we can do to RESOLVE it.

Natural Course aims to:

• find ways of reaching our ecological targets sooner by trialling new ways of working together

• establish more joined-up ways of making decisions that impact our waters in the future

• line up investments in the water environment so more money can be made available for           
              improvement works at one time - meaning the bigger, more expensive issues can be tackled

  We have designed and committed to a 10-year EU LIFE Integrated Project, the first of its kind in the UK. 

  PHASE            PHASE    PHASE          PHASE    AFTER
       1                 2          3    4       LIFE
  

   2015 -              2017 -       2019 -              2021 -        2024 -
   2017              2019       2021               2024        2029

   Planning &  Preparatory        Concrete &  Complementary         Benefits    
   local action  actions & creating        demonstration   actions          realisation
   evidence base       actions & using              & embedded
            evidence base             learning

   With a budget of €20 million (60:40 grant:match) and through building capacity within organisations   
   and unblocking barriers within challenging projects, we hope to enable a further €200 million of 
   complementary activity.  
   This is part of a bigger, European-wide effort contributing over €5 billion to the protection of the 
   environment and climate.

 OUR APPROACH
   We will:

• take a Catchment Based
Approach

• select a coherent combination 
of IP and complementary 

       actions

• build capacity to create better 
partnerships that have 
greater impact

• mobilise resources for plan       
delivery

• close the gaps and 
       shortcomings identified  as 
       factors hindering effective 
       implementation

•  work in true collaboration,   
        which will deliver in a              
        different, more efficient and  
        effective way

Thanks to EU LIFE IP funding, 
our projects can run for longer, 

with more money, and will 
achieve more by working better 

together.



Salford City Council is the Associated Beneficiary within Greater Manchester, working on behalf of the 10 districts and the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority. 
These authorities along with the wider public sector, private and voluntary organisations work together to achieve the vision and 
objectives of the Greater Manchester 5-Year Environment Plan, which includes targets around carbon neutrality by 2038 and an 
improved natural environment for the city region. 

Natural England is an independent government organisation which deal with the natural environment.
It promotes nature conservation and protection of biodiversity.  It also works to preserve and enhance landscapes, whilst contributing 
in other ways to social and economic wellbeing, through management of the natural environment.  Natural England also promote 
access to the countryside, open spaces and encouraging open air recreation.

The Rivers Trust is a charitable trust that represents the rivers trust movement in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.  It has over 
60 member rivers trusts.
It supports its members in overcoming environmental issues by promoting practical and sustainable solutions such as managing water 
better together, river restoration work and biosecurity planning.  The Rivers Trust carries out work at a management catchment scale 
in partnership with government bodies and interested stakeholders, such as landowners and farmers.

The Environment Agency is the main governmental environmental regulator in England and is recognised as the country’s lead for 
the European Water Framework Directive. 
Working towards creating better places for people and wildlife, and supporting sustainable development, its actions aim to protect 
and enhance the natural environment as well as carrying out activities around climate change, flood defence, water resources, 
environmental protection, pollution, fisheries and nature conservation.

United Utilities is the main licensed water company for North West England and provides water and wastewater services to 
6.9 million people and over 200,000 businesses. 
It delivers significant improvements to the water environment through its own large environmental improvement investment 
programmes and meeting legislative targets. 

Other key partners supporting the project include LIFE, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), 
Community Forest Trust, Groundwork MSSTT, Groundwork CLM, local Rivers Trusts in the Mersey, Lune, Ribble, Wyre, 
South Cumbria, West Cumbria, Irwell and also local authorities in Manchester including Bury, Oldham, Tameside, Manchester, Salford 
and Rochdale.

WHO’S INVOLVED



Natural Course began in 2015 and will run until 2024, with a plan to make sure that work continues to be looked at a further five years after it 
has finished.

All of the project partners are working together to: 

HOW WE ARE DOING IT

BUILD CAPACITY
This means developing and strengthening skills and technical 
knowledge to enable organisations to overcome the barriers to 
delivering the EU Water Framework Directive.  

Graph showing number of people gaining strength/skills (per skill type)

33.5
jobs created / 
safeguarded

99.5 weeks
student projects 

/ work 
placements

270
volunteer 

days

ENGAGE STAKEHOLDERS 
We want more people to be aware of the issues so we can better
target priorities for mobilising funding and increasing delivery 
activity in integrated water management.

Pie chart showing percentage of stakeholder links



All of the project partners are working together to: 

HOW WE ARE DOING IT

INCREASE AFFORDABILITY
Increasing funding and spending effectively through collaboration so 
that everyone can play a part in tackling some of the big issues.  

IMPROVE THIRD PARTY DATA 
This means improving data, increasing access to it, and better 
understanding all the evidence available to set priorities.

REDUCE POLICY AND LEGAL CONFLICTS 
By working together on the same issues, we can make sure we are not 
trying to do different things which conflict with each other.

UPSCALE OUR SUCCESS 
We want to share what we learn, influence and persuade people and
organisations to learn from us, and work in an improved way in
future.

Amount of funds committed, mobilised and saved by Natural Course 
through complementary activities

REDUCE TECHNICALLY INFEASIBLE MEASURES 
Looking at the really difficult challenges that have been too 
problematic for any one organisation to deal with on its own.

Create 
capacity

Make it 
easier for 
the future

Influence 
ways of 
working

Share our 
lessons

Try 
something 

new /
 different



FEATURE PROJECT:
SUPPLY CHAIN WATER 
MANAGEMENT AND 
STEWARDSHIP
Identifying and testing innovative approaches to increase 
investment and financing in the water environment, by 
working with businesses and the private sector.

Issues addressed: 
• Investment in the water environment 

Approaches taken: 
• Build capacity
• Increase affordability
• Upscale success

The Business in the Community Water Taskforce (an independent body with representatives from Natural Course feeding into it), brings together 
leaders in business and water, looking at how water is managed and how it can be improved.  Working together, using complementary and in 
kind funding, a new approach was developed for delivering and financing Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).  

SuDS were installed to demonstrate how this type of intervention can be developed to provide a potential return to investors.  One project at 
Sale Moorlands Primary School informed the Water Resilient Cities Report, setting out the business case for SuDS in Greater Manchester.  This 
evidence enabled the successful funding submission for IGNITION, a three-year, €5 million project that is a pilot being used to scale up the 
financial model across Greater Manchester.  

By aggregating SuDS-type projects at a number of locations, investment opportunities can be developed at scale that provide a worthwhile 
return to investors as well as water management benefits at a catchment scale.   
   

“The approach has been modelled and tested to be financially sound, so easily transferable for others to follow our lead across the North West.  
  This funding model and commercial mechanism provides important building blocks to help tackle wider surface water pressures and climate change   
  resilience solutions”          
          Gudrun Cartwright, Business in the Community Environment Director



FEATURE PROJECT:
EMBEDDING A NATURAL 
CAPITAL APPROACH
Supporting the development of political strategy and policy 
across the Greater Manchester city region through natural 
capital accounts and ecosystem services opportunity mapping 
tools.

Issues addressed: 
• Evidence-based decision making

Approaches taken: 
• Build capacity
• Engage stakeholders
• Reduce policy and legal conflicts

Through the Urban Pioneer under the UK Government’s 25-Year Environment Plan, we have been designing and testing innovative natural capital
approaches to support sustainable economic growth.  Our natural capital accounts and ecosystem services opportunity mapping tools are open access. 
They help influence by creating the political and policy conditions needed to support a natural capital approach through key strategies, such as the 
Greater Manchester Spatial Framework, the Greater Manchester Infrastructure Plan, and the Greater Manchester 5-Year Environment Plan.  
The production of guidance for planners and developers demonstrates an approach that leaves biodiversity in a better state than before. 

They demonstrate the added value (in monetary terms) for a key regeneration development in the city and housing growth bids.  This gathered 
interest from other towns across the North West that are looking to follow our lead to help bring environmental quality and socio-economic 
development together.

Greater Manchester is the first city region in the UK to develop a Natural Capital Investment Plan.  This will encourage investment in the natural 
environment to secure financial and social returns, alongside environmental returns.  Developing new funding models to improve the quality and 
quantity of our natural environment, including those around mitigating the impacts from new development on biodiversity, is underway with a new 
Greater Manchester Environment Fund being set up to support this.

“Greater Manchester is a complex urban environment with a rapidly evolving political agenda.  Now, more than ever, is a crucial time to raise the profile   
  of the natural environment and the value it brings to society, ensuring it’s used in decision making and is a priority featured in strategies and policies 
  around growth ambitions”      
            Krista Patrick, Greater Manchester Combined Authority Natural Capital Coordinator



FEATURE PROJECT: 
MANAGING POLLUTION 
FROM WASTE WATER 
Working with key players to identify ways of improving 
pollution, by looking at both water and waste water functions 
across a catchment.

Issues addressed: 
• Pollution from waste water

Approaches taken: 
• Build capacity
• Improve third party data
• Engage stakeholders
• Reduce technically infeasible measures

Environmental challenges affecting the river basin district are complex and interlinked.  Investment frequently does not deliver as much as it could, as 
problems are approached in silos and with few joined-up approaches.  United Utilities builds capacity through supporting a Natural Capital Planning and 
Strategy team.  It develops catchment and nature-based investment and liaises with partners to deliver catchment interventions, such as building a Green 
Asset Lab to test new green technology.  Members of the team are seconded from partner organisations, including the Rivers Trust, offering a unique 
perspective on ways of working and an ability to better understand organisations.

This increases our capacity to identify solutions to existing problems, and develop these in partnership. Resources are cross organisational, helping to reduce 
barriers to collaboration, and to develop innovative and affordable solutions with greater benefits for water industry investment.  

It includes: increasing the capacity to deliver improvement in water body status; improving affordability by increasing mobilisation of relevant funds and 
improvement of cost benefit; demonstrating reduction of otherwise technically infeasible measures by addressing difficult issues such as diffuse rural and 
urban pollution, natural flood management, uptake of sustainable drainage solutions, and use of green infrastructure and ecosystem services; and increasing 
engagement to better target priorities for mobilising funding to increase activity in integrated water management.

Overall this project links together different stakeholders and investments to ensure it is approached in joined-up way, maximising the benefits achieved.

 “Natural Course builds relationships between prospective partners and provides the capacity to breakdown silos, align objectives, and deliver better 
  results  for the environment more sustainably” 

Jim Airton , United Utilities Natural Capital Strategy & Planning Manager 



FEATURE PROJECT:
PROVIDING EVIDENCE 
FOR A CATCHMENT 
BASED APPROACH
Delivering a more integrated and inclusive approach to 
managing the water environment at the catchment scale.. 

Issues addressed: 
• Evidence-based decision making

Approaches taken: 
• Build capacity
• Improve third party data

With so many different partners working in this field, data can be held by different organisations, and its quality and accessibility can vary.  
By working together, we are able to improve and share both data and knowledge to help us achieve a shared vision for our catchments.  

In Phase 1, Natural Course resources were used to build capacity within the Catchment Partnerships.  This enabled them to identify and develop 
projects that contribute to EU Water Framework Directive objectives in addition to activities deliverered by the Environment Agency and 
United Utilites.

Building capacity has enabled multiple data sources to be brought together to help inform better, more joined-up decision making. New tools 
have allowed us to present catchment plans in a more visual way.  

The national GIS explorers, catchment explorers, and online data packages were developed as tools, and capacity built by providing technical 
support and training workshops.  

 

  “The Catchment Based Approach drives collaborative water management at the river catchment scale, bringing together a diverse range of 
    multi-sectoral partners who pool resources and local expertise to build social capital and deliver environmental improvements”

Rob Collins, Rivers Trust Head of Science and Policy



Natural Course is now in Phase 3 and is continuing to plan and deliver innovative projects designed to understand and overcome some of our 
biggest barriers to the EU Water Framework Directive in North West England.  

In this phase alone, we have over 30 PROJECTS and over £6 MILLION being invested into improving our rivers.

Our projects are particularly AMBITIOUS, highly scalable, and build from our successes and lessons learned. Our approach to planning has 
maximised the collaborative nature of our teams, and will deliver the best projects to meet our objectives, improve the water environment and 
provide multiple benefits for the wider environment across the North West River Basin District.

We have successfully enabled five organisations (each with their own organisational remits and drivers) to work together in a truly 
COLLABORATIVE way.  

We have built relationships, built trust and respect, and acknowledged our differences.  This has resulted in us finding INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS around individual constraints and limitations, including human resources, policies, finance and procurement. 

WHAT’S NEXT

 

 Our Phase 3 projects cover the whole of the North West River Basin District, and include:

• Challenging links and integrating multiple benefits (CLIMB)
• Greater Manchester River Ecology 
• Tackling pressures on urban watercourses
• Wider engagement across Greater Manchester on how    
       to use  a natural capital approach
• Using a natural capital approach to generate investment in 
       Greater Manchester (identify projects that are attractive 
       to investors)
• Integrated wetland network
• Understanding and taking action on plastic pollution
• Rush control trials for farming, biodiversity and 
       run-off reduction

• Review of current water governance model
• Collaborative working to secure complementary funding 
       and actions
• Catchment benchmarking
• Redress physical modifications
• Manage pollution from wastewater
• Manage pollution from rural areas
• Mobilising funds for multiple benefits and ecosystem services
• Catchment directors post
• Use of tools and data
• Catchment operation (Cheshire hub)
• Innovative funding for Wyre natural flood managment 
       interventions



naturalcourse.co.uk
info@naturalcourse.co.uk

@natural_course
#NaturalCourse

This programme has been made possible with the support of EU LIFE IP funding.  Project number:  LIFE14 IPE/UK/027


